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I. INTRODUCTION
This report presents a basic theoretical study of roll-plane
aircraft-antenna patterns for the UHF and microwave frequencies in
which the antenna is mounted on the fuselage near the top or bottom.
Since it is a study of general-type aircraft, the aircraft is modelled
in its most basic form. The fuselage is assumed to be a perfectly
conducting infini tely long e l l ip t ic cylinder. The wings and horizontal
stabilizers are modelled by n-sided flat plates which lie .in a plane
that is parallel to the fuselage axis. The engines are approximated
by circular cylinders.
The need for this type of solution is basically two-fold. First,
there may be upwards to 200 antennas mounted on a single aircraft.
If these antennas can be located on the aircraft at the design stage,
then one can expect better performance in that optimum locations and
necessary structural changes can be anticipated. Secondly, antenna
systems are normally added or changed in the course of an aircraft's
useful l ifetime. Such relocation or addition of antennas has always
required a great deal of engineering time and money.
An approach that has found great success at solving this type
of problem is the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) . GTD is
basically a high frequency solution (object large in terms of wave-
length) which is divided into two basic problems; these being wedge
or tip diffraction and curved surface diffraction. The only limita-
tion of these solutions is that the source and various scattering
centers be separated by at least a wavelength. In some cases even
this requirement can be relaxed. Using this approach one applies a
ray optics technique to determine -the fields incident on the various
scatterers. The diffracted fields are found using the GTD solutions
in terms of rays which are summed with geometrical optics terms in
the far zone. The scattered energy, which is analyzed in terms of
rays, from a given structure tends to i l luminate the other structures
causing various higher-order scattered terms. Using the ray optics
approach, one can trace out the various possible combinations of
rays that interact between various scatterers and include only the
dominant terms. Thus, one need only be concerned with the dominant
scattering structures and neglect the secondary structures in the
theoretical model. This makes the GTD approach ideal for a general
high frequency study of on-aircraft antenna patterns.
II. WEDGE DIFFRACTION
The three dimensional wedge diffraction problem is, pictured in
Fig. 1. A source whose radiated E field is given by EMs) is located
at point s ' ^ p ' . t j ) 1 ,z'). It can be an arbitrary electric or magnetic
source causing plane, cylindrical, conical, or spherical wave inci-
dence on the wedge tip. The diffracted vector field at point s(p,<f>,z)
can be written in terms of a dyadic diffraction coefficient.
Kouyoumjian and Pathak[lJ have given a more rigorous basis for the
GTD formulation and have shown that the diffracted fields may be
written compactly if they are in terms of a ray-fixed coordinate
system. The ray-fixed coordinate system is centered at the point of
diffraction Q£, (or points of diffraction in the case of plane wave
incidence). Q^ is a unique point or points for a given source and
observation point. The incident ray diffracts as a cone of rays such
that B0 = 30' (see Fig. 1).
For our purpose, it is more convenient to write the diffracted
field in terms of the Vg function of References [2,3] as
(1)
E-(s)
-
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'
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where
= VB(L,0-,n) + VB(L,e+,n)
The time dependence factor (e^) is'suppressed throughout this report,
The minus sign (VB~) applies for the'E-field component parallel to the
edge and the plus sign (VB+) applies for the F-field component perpen-
dicular to the edge. The angular relations are expressed by
= 3+ = 4> + < f> ' for o <_( (> ,< (> ' <_ nir,
where the minus sign (3 ) is associated with
the plus sign (6 ) with the reflected field,
ray divergence factor given by [1]
the incident field and
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Fig. 1. Geometry for three-dimensional
wedge diffraction problem.
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III. NEAR FIELD SCATTERING BY A FINITE BENT PLATE
The near field scattering by a finite bent plate is a relatively
new topic at higher frequencies where the plate is large in terms of
the wavelength. The solution presented here is a practical applica-
tion of the three-dimensional wedge diffraction theory given earlier.
The source is defined by its location and far-field pattern. The
far-field pattern of the source is appropriate in that the plate is
located at least 2D2/x away from the source where D is the maximum
dimension of the source. The finite plate is simply specified by
location of its n corners. The junction edge is defined by the first
corner specified plus an additional corner defined as input to the
computer program. The plate is initially flat (e=180'° in Fig. 2).
It can then be bent about the line #1-MC such that 90° <_ e <_ 270°.
It is known that for a given scatter direction there is only one
point along an infinitely long straight edge at which the diffracted
field can emanate for a near zone source. Thus, this point must be
found for each of the n edges that describe the finite plate. There
are many ways of finding this diffraction point, one of which is
described here. Since it is known that B0 = B0' (see Fig. 1), it is
obvious that
X SOURCE
LOCATION
STATIONARY
PLATE
MC+2
N-l
MOVING
PLATE
Fig. 2. Bent plate geometry.
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where em, I, and d are, respectively, the mth edge unit vector, incident
direction unit vector, and diffraction direction unit,,vectgr. Since
the scatter direction is known (es,(|>s), the value of em • d = c,,, is
easily computed for each edge. One needs only search along the edge to
find the point where em • I = cm.
Once the diffraction point is located, one must find the dif-
fracted field value from the mth edge. The far field pattern of the
source can be written as
(3)
-jks1
Es(e,<(,) = [e F(e,<j>) + }G(e, <j>)] §- -
-jks1
-
s1
where s1 is the range from the source to the field point. Using the
geometry illustrated in Fig. 1 and applying the results presented
earlier one finds that
(4)
RdL jJ
=
~-v~ o •
R1A_
a-jQc(s'-Y)-kpp|
where
kpP = ks1 sin2eo
xdp sine
*o = l x 30'
ydp sines sin<j>s + z-dp coses
The coordinates (xd , ydp, zdp) define the point of diffraction,
Once these terms are determined the total diffracted field in ray
form from a general mth edge is given by
(5)
where $ = d x B0. Using the superposition principle the total singly
diffracted field in ray form by the n edges of the plate is given
using Eq. (5) by
(6) Rd(es,<i>s) = I Rj(es,*s) .
m=l
The first step in calculating the reflected field is to find the
locations of the image sources, which is uniquely determined once the
planes of the flat plates are defined relative to the source location.
In fact, the image is located along lines which are orthogonal to the
different portions of the plate and positioned an equal distance on
the opposite side of the plate.
With the image position known, one needs to determine if the
reflected field contributes to the total scattered field using the
geometrical optics approach. If the reflected field is a contributor,
the ray from the image source in the scatter direction (e^,^) must
pass through the finite plate limits. Thus, one must find the location
of the intersection point of this ray and the plane containing the
flat plate. This can easily be accomplished using vector analysis.
One can, then, predict within certain limits whether this intersection
point falls within the bounds of the finite flat plate.
If reflections do occur, the reflected field from the image
source can be written in ray form as
(7) Rr(es,*s) = [er Fr(es.*s) + ^  Gr(es,<(»s)]
jk[xj sines cos<|>s + y-j sines sin<j>s + z-j coses]
• e
* A
where er and <j>r are related to the image source coordinate system with
the image location defined by (x-j ,y.j ,z.j). The functions [Fr(es,<|>s) and
G r(9s»*sQ are found by employing the boundary conditions on the per-
fectly conducting flat plate. The total scattered field from the flat
plate is then given by
(8) Rs(es,<f>s) = Rd(es,<(,s) + Rr(es,<f>s) .
The four basic terms included in the present solution are as
follows:
a) single diffraction of incident field as shown in
Fig. 3a
b) single reflection of incident field as shown in
Fig. 3b
c) double reflection of incident field as shown in
Fig. 3c
d) single diffraction of reflected field as shown in
Fig. 3d,
Each of the terms has been illustrated in a two-dimensional view just
for simplicity in illustrating the mechanisms; whereas, the actual
solution is for the three-dimensional geometry. These terms have all
been incorporated in a general bent plate computer program. Note
that only those terms are included which are not shadowed by another
portion of the bent plate.
This solution is illustrated in Fig. 4 and compared with measured
results taken foraV2dipole illuminating a flat plate. This solution
is also compared with results obtained using the newly developed patch
technique [4] as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Note that for these
comparisons the plate dimensions are quite small in terms of the
wavelength, which accounts for the discontinuities in the patterns
using the present (GTD) solution. Measurements will be taken during
the next period for further verification. In addition, this solution
will be incorporated in the roll-plane solution of Section V in
order to-account for moving flaps, etc. '
IV. DIFFRACTION BY ELLIPTIC CYLINDER
The radiation from slots and monopoles mounted on smooth curved
surfaces is pertinent to the design of flush-mounted antennas for
aircraft and spacecraft. Recently, Pathak and Kouyoumjian [5] have
extended the GTD technique for plane wave diffraction by perfectly
conducting convex surfaces to treat the radiation problem. This
extension of GTD has been successfully applied to circular and
elliptic cylinders, spheres, and spheroids [2].
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Fig. 3a. Single diffraction of incident field.
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Fig. 3b. Single reflection of incident field.
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Fig. 3c. Double reflection of incident field.
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Fig. 3d. Single diffraction of reflected field.
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Fig. 4. E6 radiation pattern for a small dipole mounted above
a square plate for es = 90° and 0 < <j><- < 360° at
f = 10.436 Hz. ~ ~
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Fig. 6b. E-plane pattern.
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TTie GTD solution for the radiation by antennas mounted on convex
surfaces employs the reciprocity theorem. Using this approach a plane
wave field is assumed normally incident on a right circular cylinder.
The antenna aperture field is, then, given by asymptotic solutions for
exact expressions of the field on the cylinder surface. Employing
the reciprocity theorem, one obtains the radiated field for that same
antenna mounted on the cylinder. The geometrical optics solution is
used to describe the radiated field in the lit region. The Fock
approximation is used for the penumbra (transition) region; whereas
in the deep shadow region the GTD solution is applied. Using the GTD
solution, a launch coefficient relates the antenna aperture field to
the boundary layer surface waves which propagate around the surface
along geodesic paths. Energy is continually diffracted by the surface
wave in the tangent direction to the propagation path. This diffracted
energy is given by a diffraction coefficient which is dependent on the
surface geometry at the point of diffraction. The surface wave energy
decays along the geodesic path in that energy is continually diffracted.
This decay is expressed by an attenuation coefficient which is dependent
on the surface geometry along the geodesic path.
The GTD solutions for infinitesimal slot and monopole antennas
mounted on an elliptic cylinder as shown in Fig. 7 are given, neglecting
torsional effects, by
A. Monopole case
Lit Region
(9) E = - sin em em F(source)
Transition Region
a) Lit side
(10)
,2p2(£) )/
1/3
• F(tangent)
b) Shadow side
(11) rJ
1/3
>• • F( tangent)
Deep Shadow
(12) -»• *• nE = Y n.- E. F.
j J J 3
(tangent)
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SLOT
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GEODESIC PATH
GEODESIC STARTING
DIRECTION/
(b) GEOMETRY OF SLOT PROBLEM
Fig. 7. Geometry of antennas mounted on an infinitely
long elliptic cylinder.
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B. Slot case
Lit Region
(13) E = sin B-e cos B) • (b'n1 + t1i 2 F(source)
Transition region
a) Lit side
(14) E = i r i d*| sin(a.
J
•5/9
 eJk£g*| l/3 A / \l/3W  A / ,d£ _2_ cos(«s+B)/ y V k p a /x y
 at source
F(tangent)
b) Shadow side
(15) E= n o „-
2p|(£)
d£ sin(as - B)
-j/2 o -
1/3
dip kp
COS(a$-B
source
• F(tangent)
Deep Shadow Region
(16) t" = I n. E. s in(a-B) + b. Es. cos(a -B)| F.(tangent)
LJ J s J J s j j
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where
d^
Es =
1
m=0 m
,-J-
-I,
The functions g*( ) and g*( ) are the complex conjugates of the Fock
function [5] for the hard and soft boundary conditions, respectively.
The unit vectors n and b are, respectively, the normal and binormal
to the geodesic curve at the diffraction (or tangent) point, and F( )
is simply a phase factor to refer the phase to the origin of the
coordinate system. The term /d\|>0/d^ is the spread factor, w h i c h i s
related to the spread of the geodesic paths. In this case, /difi0/dip
is unity. The longitudinal and transverse radii of curvature are
given, respectively, by pg and pt. Note that the superscripts h and s
indicate the hard and soft boundary conditions. The launch coefficients
are given by
at the source
m at the source
where CL is defined in Table I. The subscript m refers to the mth
mode o f t h e boundary layer surface wave. Thus, Ym is the propagation
constant for the mth mode surface wave such that Ym =• a + jk where a
is defined in Table I. The incremental arc length along the geodesic
path is expressed by da. The summation over "j" in the shadow region
indicates that several terms can contribute in that region.
One must first find an efficient solution for the geodesic paths
on the elliptic cylinder surface in order to analyze this problem
successfully using GTD. A preferred coordinate system for the elliptic
cylinder is illustrated in Fig. 8 and defined by
19
Fig. 8. Diagram showing the elliptic cylinder coordinate system.
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x = d cosh u cos v = a.p cos v
(17) y = d sinh u sin v = bf sin v
z = z
where 2d is the distance between the foci of the ellipse. Note that
for u = Ufj where Uf = tanh"1 bf/af (a constant), the above equations
define an elliptical surface for 0 x v < 2ir. Thus, the elliptical
surface shape is expressed by Uf, its size by d, and any point on the
surface is defined by v.
Using the calculus of variations, the geodesic paths on an ellip-
tical surface are given by
(18) - C jv.J
 i
sinzv cos^v dv
Note that v^ and vf are, respectively, the initial and final values of
v along a given geodesic path. If one defines the geodesic starting
direction by the angle (as) as shown in Fig. 7, then C = -cos as. The
advantage of this geodesic solution lies in the fact that the integral
can be quickly evaluated using numerical techniques. The important
parameters of this problem are listed below:
-COS
sin2v cos^v dv (geodesic equation)
| sin
fVf ______
i—j /a* sin'v + b^
ac 1 •
coszv dv
(arc length)
-a sin v x
e =i sinzv
cos v y
coszv
A. f*.
e = z
2
t = sin a., e - cos a, e
(curvalinear
coordinates)
(unit tangent
vector)
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b f - c o s - v - x + - 3 f s in vy
n = — —— (unit normal vector)
sinzv + b coszv
A. *t *. /^  *•
b = t x n = +C05 as e + sin o_ e (unit binomial vector)i b 2
(af sin2v + b2 cos2v)3/2
pq - — (longitudinal radius
a.p bf sin2 ag of curvature)
Using the above relations, one can employ Eqs. (9-16) to determine the
total radiated fields.
In order to verify our GTD solution, a circular cylinder was first
used to calculate the radiation patterns and compared against the modal
solution which is well-known and easy to calculate [6j. The radiation
patterns for a monopole, a circumferential and an axial slot mounted on
a circular cylinder with a^ = 2.Ox and e = 90°, which corresponds to
the roll plane, are shown in Fig. 9. The conical patterns for various
antennas with e = 60° and e = 30° are shown in Fig. 10. Finally, the
radiation patterns for the three different sources mounted on an
elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis af = 4.0X and semi-minor axis
bf = 2.0x and e = 90° are calculated and presented in Fig. 11. It is
obvious that these patterns become more inaccurate as the patterns
are computed farther off the principal plane (e = 90°). This is be-
cause the solution is based on principal plane equations. However,
various techniques to improve these solutions w i l l be studied during the
next period. In addition, these solutions are applied to approximate
the fuselage in the roll plane which is considered in the next section.
V. ROLL PLANE ANALYSIS
The basic aircraft to be analyzed in this study is composed of
flat plates and cylinders. It is assumed that the source is mounted
on the fuselage and restricted to the regions near the top or bottom
of the aircraft. Arbitrary antennas can be considered simply by in-
tegrating these solutions for infinitesimal antennas over the equivalent
aperture currents.
The lower frequency limit of these solutions is dictated by the
ray optics format which requires that the various scattering centers
be no closer than approximately a wavelength with the overall aircraft
being large in terms of the wavelength. The upper frequency limit is
dictated by the accuracy to which the model represents the actual
ai rcraft consi dered.
22
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Fig. 9a. Principal plane pattern of a monopole mounted
on a 2x radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. 9b. Principal plane pattern of an axial slot mounted
on a 2X radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. 9c. Principal plane pattern of a circumferential slot
mounted on a 2\ radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. lOa. Ee conical pattern (es=60°) of a circumferential
slot mounted on a 2x radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. lOb. EA conical pattern (es=60°) of a circumferential
slot mounted on a 2A radius circular cylinder.
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Jig. lOc. Ee conical pattern (es=60°) of an axial slot mounted
on a 2\ radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. lOd. pattern (es=60°) of an axial slot mounted
on a 2A radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. lOe. Ee conical pattern (es=30°) of a monopole mounted
on a 2x radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. lOf. EQ conical pattern (0S=30°) of a monopole mounted
on a 2\ radius circular cylinder.
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Fig. l la. Principal plane pattern of a monopole mounted on
an el l ipt ic cylinder with af = 4x and bf = 2A.
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Fig. Tib. Principal plane pattern of an axial slot mounted on
an elliptic cylinder with af = 4x and bf = 2X.
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Fig. lie. Principal plane pattern of a
on an elliptic cylinder with af = 4X
circumferential slot mounted
and bf = 2x.
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The two-dimensional problem is considered initially in order to
develop the necessary techniques to attack the much more difficult
three-dimensional roll plane problem [5]. The geometry of the two-
dimensional problem is illustrated in Fig. 12 with and without the
engines included. The fuselage and engines are assumed circular in
cross-section and mounted symmetrically about the finite wing. Since
wedge diffraction is applied to handle the finite length wing, the
radiated field must be described in terms of rays. However, one of
the nicer features of the GTD approach is that other solutions such
as modal solutions can be cast into a ray form and then applied to a
diffraction problem. Consequently, it was found that the modal
solution [8] for an arbitrary antenna mounted on an infinite circular
cylinder was satisfactory for treating the antenna mounted on the
circular fuselage. In fact, this solution has been applied in past
years as the sole solution for high frequency on-aircraft antenna
analyses.
The radiation patterns for an axial slot are shown in Fig. 12a on
a model without engines. The slot used for the measured patterns is
simply an open-ended X-band waveguide. These solutions compare very
favorably with measured results taken on a simulated two-dimensional
aircraft model. The radiation patterns for the same configuration
with the engines added are illustrated in Fig. 12b. Again very good
agreement is obtained between our calculated and measured results.
These results indicate that the scattering from the engines has little
effect on the. overall pattern except near $ ^ 90° and <|> ^ 270°. The
same conclusion is true for the monopole and circumferential slot
which were analyzed and measured although not shown here.
/
Since the roll, plane cuts orthogonally across the fuselage, one
should expect the fuselage cross-section to have a strong effect on
the roll plane pattern. On the other hand, an aircraft fuselage is
normally long and slender, such that its finite length effects are
generally secondary. Consequently, the infinite elliptic cylinder
representation of the fuselage for roll plane calculations appears
to be a reasonable approximation in most cases. Since the antenna
can be arbitrarily positioned on the fuselage with respect to the
wings, one must consider the width of the wing as well as its length
in order to obtain a practical analytic model. In order to accomplish
this, the near field flat plate scattering solution is adapted to this
new model such as illustrated in Fig. 13. Note that each wing can be
located arbitrarily with any number of edges provided only that the
wings are flat and horizontal.
Our model, now, consists of an infinitely long elliptic cylinder
fuselage to which finite flat wings are attached. The various con-
figurations analyzed are shown in Fig. 14 looking from the front of
the aircraft with the antenna mounted in each case above the wings
35
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Fig. 13a. Reflection problem in x-y plane.
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Fig. 13b. Diffraction problem in y-z plane.
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oFig. 14. Fuselage and wing geometry for theoretical
aircraft model looking from the front.
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for the models illustrated. Using these models, one should be able to
analyze a wide variety of aircraft shapes. This is verified by a
comparison of results taken on actual aircraft scale models and
presented later.
Let us first find the effective source location for the reflected
field. Recall that in our flat plate result the source was imaged
and the reflected field added to the total solution provided the image
ray passed through the finite flat plate (wing), limits. So one must
initially determine the effective source position and then the reflected
field. With the source mounted on an infinitely long elliptic cylinder,
the surface rays from the source propagate around the cylinder along
geodesic paths, from which energy is continually diffracted tangentially.
Now let us assume that the source does not illuminate the right wing
directly (as illustrated in Fig. 13a) and proceed to determine the
unique geodesic path that diffracts energy from a known tangent point
which is then reflected off the wing in the desired radiation (or
scatter) direction.
-The effective source position for reflections from the right wing
in terms of the radiation direction (es,<j>s) is given by
xe = af cos ve
(19) ye = bf sin ve
fve __^_^_^_
za = cot ec I /a£ sinzv + b| cos^v dv + z__
" ^ v T T ->U
SO
where VQ = tan~1(bf/af cot 4>s)-. These coordinates can, then, be used
in the flat plate problem as the effective source location. Note that
as the desired radiation direction is varied the effective source loca-
tion changes. In addition, if the source directly illuminates the
wing for a given reflection term, then the effective source location
Is simply the actual source location (uf»v
 0,zso). A result1 similar to
Eq. (19) can be found for the reflections from the left wing. Finally,
the actual source field value used to compute the reflected term is
determined from the GTD solutions of Section IV.
Using a similar technique the effective source locations for the
diffracted field components may be found. Our flat plate solution
uses a search technique to find the diffraction point by computing the
diffraction angles at selected test points along a given edge. Once a
test point (x^y^z.) is specified along the edge, one can find the
effective source location (xe>ye>ze) using the geometry illustrated in
Fig. 13b. Again it is assumed that the source does not directly illumi-
nate the test point. One finds that the effective source is given by
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where
I' = /ai sinzva + b'i coszv , and v = tan'1v ' c T e e
Given the effective source location for the chcsen test point, the
search technique is applied to f ind the actual diffraction point along
a given edge. Note that once the actual diffraction point is deter-
mined, the effective source of the diffracted field is specified by
Eq. (20), and the source field value is, again, computed using the
GTD solutions.
The total f ield is found by summing the directly radiated fields
with the scattered fields using the superposition pr inciple . The
above solutions for the effective source locations on e l l ip t ic cylin-
ders are first tested by checking the radiation patterns for the
degenerate circular cylinder case. The circular fuselage model has
been analyzed successfully in References [2] and [3]. An example of
this comparison is illustrated in Fig. 15 where the roll-plane pattern
of an axial slot mounted on a circular model of an F-4 is presented.
The versatility of this model is illustrated by the fol lowing results
for which the previous circular fuselage results agree almost perfectly.
The roll-plane pattern for an axial slot mounted on an F-4 fuselage
but rotated by 45° from the straight up position is shown in Fig. 16.
With an axial slot mounted symmetrically above the wing the roll-plane
patterns are illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18 for the wing above and
below the central location.
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270°
180°
Fig. 15. Comparison of elliptic cylinder wing solution
(Af=4.5001", Bf=4.4449") using fields from
exact circular cylinder solution with circular
cylinder wing solution. Wing at center
position and F-4 configuration with f=8 GHz.
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180°
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Fig. 16. Elliptic cylinder cross section (Af=4.5001", Bf=4.4449")
with 4>e = 45° axial slot location. Wing at center
position and F-4 configuration with f=8 GHz.
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Fig. 17. Elliptic cylinder (Af=4.5001", Bf=4.4449") with fields
from exact circular cylinder solution. Wing at center
position and F-4 configuration with f=8 GHz.
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Fig. 18. Elliptic cylinder (Af=4.5001", 6^4.4449") with fields
from exact circular cylinder solution. Wing at center
position and F-4 configuration with f=8 GHz.
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The F-4 fuselage is, now, approximated by an elliptical model.
The roll-plane radiation pattern for this case is illustrated in Fig. 19,
There appears to be some problem with the phase" of the transition
function such that it does not match perfectly with the geometrical
optics field in the lit region. However, the answers are only about
10° off and do not affect the pattern appreciably. This problem will
be studied during the next period. In addition, the bent plate
solution will be included in our roll-plane model in order to account
for moving flaps, etc.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The solutions that have been presented here provide a high-speed
analytic tool for determining the type and location of antennas based
on their roll-plane performance. These programs typically compute a
pattern in 30 seconds or less on a CDC 6600 digital computer. A 16 mm
film has been developed which illustrates the advantages of a numer-
ical solution for computing patterns for antennas on aircraft.
An additional feature of these solutions, which can be very
important in certain critical cases, is that one can trace out the
dominant pattern terms as they are scattered by the various parts of
the aircraft structure. In this way one can quickly ascertain which
structural scatterers are distorting the patteYn in a critical region.
This gives one the option of taking corrective action by changing
the structure or by properly placing absorber. So these solutions
not only provide fast pattern computations, but they also provide the
antenna designer with a means of analytically considering several
alternatives to improve the antenna's performance.
Each of the solutions developed have been verified by experi-
mental results taken on a structure which approximates our analytic
model. However, these results do not verify the general validity of
our analytic model in representing an actual aircraft. There are no
roll-plane patterns published in the literature to our knowledge
that would be suitable for our comparison. We appreciate the efforts
of NASA personnel who measured the patterns of a A/4 monopole mounted
on an accurately scaled model of a KC-135 (Boeing 707); as well as the
effort of NADC personnel who measured two patterns on a scale model of
a F-4 aircraft. The results are illustrated in Figs. 20 and 21 and the
agreement in each case is very encouraging.
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Fig. 19. Elliptic cylinder (A f=2.25", Bf=4.4449") with fields
from Geometrical Theory of Diffraction solution.
Wing at center position and F-4 configuration with
f=8 GHz.
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Fig. 20a. A A/4 monopole mounted on the fuselage of
a KC-135 forward of the wings.
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Fig. 20b. A A/4 monopole mounted on the fuselage of
a KC-135 over the wings.
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Fig. 21 a. Roll plane pattern of a A/4 monopole mounted 11" from
the nose on the bottom of an 1/8 scale model of an
F-4 aircraft at f = 8.0 GHz.
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Fig. 21b. Roll pattern of a circumferential slot mounted 35-1/4"
from the nose on the top of an 1/8 scale model of an
F-4 aircraft at f = 8.0 GHz.
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